
EuroCucina 2020: for Scandola 
Mobili, it's all about environ-
mental sustainability and innova-
tion. 
At the Milan International Furniture Fair, being held from 7 to 10 
June, Scandola Mobili will be revealing the secrets of its coatings. 
On the one hand, a responsible ethical choice, implemented with 
the help of reliable partners sharing our same company values, has 
delivered a range of Organic Coatings. On the other, we will be pre-
senting our ultra-matt coatings developed to cater to market de-
mands. 

Care for the Environment and Nature are two of Scandola Mobili's corner-
stones, dictated in part by the place that is home to our production facilities. 
The company sits 1,100 m above sea level in the town of Bosco Chiesanuo-
va in the province of Verona, against the backdrop of Lessinia regional park. 
Producing furniture in harmony with the surrounding environment has 
always been our number one goal. Furthermore, with a finger on the mar-
ket's pulse, the latest trends have inspired us to add brand-new super-matt 
and glare-free finishes. A real innovation in the wooden furniture field. 


Organic coatings 
Following a trial period, we have introduced innovative, technologically 
advanced coatings into our production cycle: we're talking about Organic 
Coatings. 


But what are they exactly? 

These are water-based coatings formulated with ingredients derived 
from recycled materials. The renewable materials utilized in production 
are derived from innovative processes used to refine plant "waste", pro-
ducing ingredients that don't compete with the food chain. Hence a 
good example of circular economy. 
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By choosing this product, we are also reducing CO2 emissions. For every 
one thousand kg of this coating, we are actually cutting the amount of CO2 
produced by 660 kg, the equivalent carbon dioxide emitted by a car driving 
5,500 km.


The coatings have all the same properties as their fossil fuel based 
counterparts, featuring excellent hardness, high chemical resistance, 
physical strength, and UV resistance. 

Ultra-matt coatings 
To keep up with the market's latest trends, Scandola Mobili has introduced 
a new range of ultra-matt coatings. Surfaces are thus transformed into 
textural, silky elements for unprecedented interiors.


These coatings still meet our high standards in terms of functionality and 
hardness. The resulting surfaces are fingerprint proof, scratchproof and 
stain resistant, thus looking and feeling like new for years to come. No gla-
re and a lovely softness to the touch are two distinctive qualities of the-
se coatings. 


They also have a heat repair property: scratches on the surface can ac-
tually be repaired using heat, leaving the treated surface even and solid.
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